Notes for Unit II
FREEDOM AND DETERMINISM
(Note: This is a summary of class lectures on this topic. I am not covering
every topic discussed in lecture, nor am I trying to summarize the readings
for this unit.)
I. The meaning of a free and unfree actions.
Consider these three sentences:
Causal factors

-----CAUSE--

Actions

Brown i s i n a bad mood; Smith makes an unprovoked
obscene gesture at Jones; Brown has been taught that it is o.k. to
hit people when they make such gestures; etc.

Brown walks across the room and hits
Smith.

Smith startles the pigeon; the pigeon has been conditioned to
respond to certain stimuli by trying to bite the source of the
stimulus; the pigeon has a certain physiological structure, etc.

The pigeon flies across the room and bites/poops
on Smith.

Jonesthrowstheeraser witha certain velocity; the eraser has a
certain weight and shape; etc. (e.g., the environment in the
room and Smith and Jones’s positions in the room.)

The eraser flies across the room and hits
Smith.

We cannot determine from the above sentences alone whether Brown, Smith or the eraser act freely
since the grammatical structure of the three sentences is exactly the same. Our determination of this
matter lies in specifying the causes of their actions. In the case of the eraser, we commonly believe
that it has no control over its actions. It moves entirely in light of external and internal factors
operating upon it. It has no control over these factors or how it responds to them. Hence, the eraser
faces no alternatives for its action. At a given time, T, it could only have moved other than it did, if
there were a different set of factors acting on it or the same set acted on it in a different manner.
Ditto with the pigeon pooping on Smith. Presumably this is a physiological reaction over which the
pigeon has no control. The same analysis would seem to apply to the pigeon biting Smith. Even
though the pigeon is conscious of its environment, it is commonly the factors that cause it to fly
and bite Smith are outside its control. BF Skinner thought that while pigeons could learn to do
different behaviors, the behavior was simply a response to how it had been conditioned and not
anything over which the pigeon had control. In the case of the eraser and the pigeon, then, to say
that their actions are completely causally determined is to say that whatever they do is the result of
internal and external factors over which they have no control. Their actions can be completely
determined and, thus, known in light of the causal factors that act on them. Once these factors act
upon the pigeon and eraser, they must respond in act (or change) in a certain manner. If we can’t
know what they do with complete certainty, it is only because we do not know all of the factors
acting on them.
On the other hand, we might commonly believed that Brown chose to walk over and hit
Smith. By that we mean, that Brown need not have walked over and hit Smith. He could have
done otherwise. To assume that Brown acted freely is to assume that Brown had alternatives from
which to choose when he decided to walk over and hit Smith. Consequently even though there
may be a number of factors-- internal and external-- that act upon Brown, the sum of all those
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factors do NOT cause Brown to walk over and hit Smith. They ‘merely’ constrain the set of
alternatives that are available to Brown. Rather, his walking over and hitting Smith is due to his
choosing to act in this way.
II.

Can anyone act with freedom/free choice? Notice that in the above, we assumed that Brown
freely chose to walk over and hit Smith. But what justifies this assumption. Can we prove that
humans (or any being) have a capacity for free choice. There are three standard positions on
this matter.

The principle of determinism or ‘universal causation’ is that every effect, event, or occurrence in
reality, a causes or causes exist.
Hard-determinism is a view that the principle of determinism is incompatible with freedom: that
is, if there is freedom, there can be no universal causation, and vice versa. Since, for the HD, there
is universal causation, there is no freedom/free will.
So, in class, we considered these three events:
Jones walking across the room and hitting Smith.
A pigeon flying across the room and biting/pooping on Smith.
An eraser flying across the room and hitting Smith.
For the hard determinist, there is no difference in the basic manner of explanting such events:
So, the motion of the eraser is completely determined by the external and internal factors operating
it at any given moment. If at a particular time, the eraser flies across the room and hits Smith, that
motion and action are completely the product of the external and internal factors operating on the
eraser at the time. The eraser itself has no control over what it does or how it moves. It is
completely determined by the factors operating on it. Properly, the eraser is acted on; it doesn’t
really act in the sense that it initiates and controls its action. The only way in which the eraser could
have acted differently than it did at a particular time is if the set of factors acting on it, were
different or acted on it differently.
The explanation of the behavior of the pigeon and the human, Jones, is no different. Both are acted
on and completely determined by external and internal forces over which they have no control. As
Thiroux notes, there are different kinds of hard determinism: Divine predestination (e.g.,
Calvinism), psychological determinism (e.g., Skinner -- for which see the notes for unit 1); social
determinism (e.g., Marx), and various kinds of scientific determinism (e.g., Newtonian physics -that if one knows the position and velocity of every particle in the universe at any given time, one
would know the position and velocity of every particle in the future)
Indeterminism: a view that free actions are uncaused. The indeterminist, like the hard-determinist,
agrees that the principle of determinism or universal causation is incompatible with freedom.
Hence, the indeterminist denies the principle of causation in the case of free actions. Rather, such
action must be viewed as spontaneous and uncaused. Note that in denying UC, the indeterminist is
only claiming that some events do not have a cause; the indeterminist IS NOT claiming that no
events have a cause. For the indeterminist, then, reality must be sharply divided between the
domain of caused events and free events.
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Soft-determinism: The soft-determinist or compatibilist accepts the principle of UC: every effect
has a cause (or causes). But the SD argues that in the case of free choice, self-agency is one of the
causal factors: an I who acts and chooses from possibilities. If Jones freely walks across the room
and hits Smith, there may be all sorts of internal and external factors that operate on Jones, but none
of them together cause Jones to walk across the room and hit Smith. At most, they constrain the
possibilities open to Jones – but Jones’s walking across the room and hitting Smith requires
something that Jones does from self-agency ( an “I” who acts).
So, we have this basic comparison and contrast between these three positions:
HD and I: UC and freedom are mutually incompatible. Both disagree with SD which holds that UC
and freedom are mutually compatible. HD and SD accept UC but disagree as to whether freedom
exists. SD and I accept freedom but disagree as to whether UC exists.
HD will object that if freedom exists even as self-agency, For self-agency evidently is causing free
actions independently of the chain of other causes in reality. For example, the HD would say that
my raising of my arm is explained through a complex bio-chemical, physiological process that is
completely causally determined. How then can I choose to raise my arm. This would require that
my self-agency (will) can intervene in this causal process and yet not be part of the chain of other
causes. Effectively, the HD says that if freedom exists, it would have to be uncaused. But that
means that reality becomes fundamentally unintelligible at some point: as spontaneous, free actions
can never be accounted for in some rational manner.
The SD rejects I since if my free actions are uncaused by me, it’s hard to see how I can be held
responsible for them since I didn’t cause them. But both the SD and I, in accepting freedom, have to
admit that there is some indeterminacy in reality. The argument is that this is simply a consequence
of accepting the reality of free choice.
Thiroux looks at various difficulties with each of these positions. Note, however, that harddeterminist theories are not empirical theories. As we discussed in class, we simply cannot
determine whether something acts freely by empirical observation. That is, the hard-determinist can
never completely rule out the possibility of free action since no hard determinist can ever actually
specify all of the factors operating on human beings at a given time. It is impossible by observation
to rule out the possibility that individuals make a choice, since such a choice would be the result of
some inner self-consciousness and self-agency that cannot be observed. But the same problem
arises for the soft-determinist and the indeterminist. We have a powerful experience of acting
freely: that what we do is up to us and that we could have acted otherwise. But by experience we
cannot rule out the possibility that what appears to be a freely chosen act on our part ultimately is
not a product of other factors over which we have no control. The problem of whether or not we (or
any being) is free is properly a philosophical and not a scientific or other kind of empirical problem,
Note, however, that if there is freedom, then it seems that whether self-agency is the cause of a free
action or whether free actions are entirely uncaused, then the dimension or aspect of us that is free
would have to be immaterial or we would have to hold to some theory of indeterminacy in events in
the material world. Most philosophers who have held to freedom (whether it is limited to humans or
not), have rooted freedom in some immaterial aspect of us, whether a self, soul, spirit,
consciousness etc. But then both of these views have to account for how an immaterial aspect on us
can act on material aspects of us and on material entitles in the world. For example, if I freely
choose to raise my hand, then that choice -- whether caused or not-- has to in some sense cause my
hand to go up. But my hand is a material, organic being the non-automatic motions of which can be
traced back to the brain. How does an immaterial soul, self, or spirit interact with the brain?
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On the other hand, if the hard-determinism is correct then our own experience of freedom and our
ordinary understanding of personal and social reality is a delusion: e.g., our judicial system is
founded on the belief that people act freely.
As I suggested in class, at some point it may not be possible to resolve these three positions in
terms of argumentation. Rather, at some point those who argue for freedom ultimately rely on the
veracity (truthfulness) of our own lived experience of freedom. However, it should be noted that
this experience is by no means universal throughout human history (as I suggested in class). The
hard-determinist in the long run is willing to deny the veracity of this experience in favor of
theoretical considerations-- the principle of universal causation--that rule out free actions.
Aquinas’s arguments for freedom beg the question perhaps because they already assume that
humans are free. Aquinas argued that if we were not free, the exhortations, counsels, commands,
etc. would be in vain. In light of this, Aquinas wants to distinguish between the rational actions of
humans that are free actions of the will and the non-rational actions of non-humans that are not free.
But the hard-determinist would say that Aquinas is assuming exactly what he wants to prove-namely, that we have a will since if we didn’t various actions in which we engage would be in vain
(e.g., exhortations). The hard-determinist would say that Aquinas is simply assuming the veracity of
our experience of freedom.
III. Macquarrie's Existential View of Freedom:
A. Realities correlative with freedom:
Correlativity: A and B are correlative if and only if they are mutually related to one
another. That is, they must either occur together or be absent together. One cannot occur
without the other.
The following are correlative:
Self-agency: the existence of an "I" or ego who has self-comprehension and the capacity
to initiate action.
Freedom: the capacity to choose from different possibilities without being completely
constrained by external or internal factors.
Responsibility: This is precisely the acknowledgement and acceptance of freedom. I take
responsibility for my actions by saying "I did it." We hold others responsible precisely
because we believe that they .did something and could have done otherwise.
Praise and blame: we only praise and blame those whom we believe are responsible for
their actions so far as they are responsible for their actions.
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FREEDOM (CAPACITY FOR CHO ICE)

B.
FACTICITY

TRANSCENDENCE

past-----------------------------------------------present----------------------------------future
the already established context in
which we find ourselves-Determined by genetic, social,
historical, factors as well as our
own past.

C.

the moment of choice

openness to possibilities as
the matrix of possibilities
which/who we can become.

Elements of Freedom:

Temporality/biography: Human existence must be understood as a dynamic relation of past
present and future. As free, we exist as an essential openness to possibilities. These possibilities
constitute ways in which we can be. Our present determinate existence (who we are presently)
arises in part through our choices from the possibilities that confront us. However, we are not
absolutely free; we always face possibilities within a determinate context which has factors which
are more or less restrictive and more or less beyond our control. We are not just who we are (in
the present moment), but who we can become as well as who we have become. Making sense of
our lives, establishing a coherent identity, means articulating a unity to this temporality of the
self. Our lives unfold as a biography. Who I am is properly narrated as a story--the story of my
life. As free, this story is written in the process of living. It is not written in advance of our lived
existence nor can it be known completely in advance of that existence.
Historicity/community: While people are unique--no two people have or can have identically the
same story--we cannot be understood as isolated or atomized individuals. Human existence is
essentially social; to be a person is to be a person-in-community. Thus the lives and stories of
individuals are always embedded in the broader community, society and culture in which people
live. Further, the notion of historicity emphasizes the essential creativity of human existence. We
are not simply driven by instincts over which we have no control. Human action modifies and
conditions the manner in which the structures of human existence shape us and are understood
by us.
Finitude: All beings in the world are finite or limited in various ways, but there is a finitude
specific to freedom. Freedom as openness to possibilities is structured by an either/or. We
become determinate selves only through choice. However. we can not become all that we might
want; we cannot realize every possibility before us. For, each time we choose a given possibility,
others are relinquished, either temporarily or permanently. Thus, while our future faces us as a
more or less open matrix of possibilities; so that there are a variety of ways in which our existence
could unfold. It will, in fact unfold in only one determinate way. Moreover, our freedom is
limited by our facticity. We do not just have any possibilities but those which are available within
the social, historical context in which we exist. In other words, the social, cultural historical milieu
to which we belong as well as our place in that milieu shapes and restricts the possibilities available
to us.
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Freedom as risk filled: Precisely because our future is structured by possibilities which are
contingent (i.e., need not occur but defend the free choice of people to be realized), our existence
is essentially risk-filled. There are no assurances that over the long haul we will make proper
choices; for so far as the consequences of our choices are affected by freedom those
consequences are neither inevitable or knowable with any infallibility.
Similarly, proper human relations that involve respect for peoples' freedom are essentially
risk-filled. For, in respecting the freedom of others we cannot nor will we insist on controlling
others to insure that they do what we want. (E.g., in a genuine friendship, friends allow one
another the freedom to break the relation and risk the hurt that such action might involve.) We
can only try to eliminate risk from human existence by radically trying to control our lives and
those of others. Such action leads us to be manipulative of and dominating over others as well as
shut up in ourselves.
Freedom as anxiety ridden; First we must distinguish between fear a nd a nxiety. Fear is
directed towards specific entities that threaten us in particular ways. Anxiety, however, is more
global in character; it discloses the essential precariousness, vulnerability and powerlessness of
human existence. Anxiety is bound up with the contingency of our possibilities--that they need
not be realized and that, indeed, there are a variety of factors in the world that can and often do
frustrate the realization of our existence. Anxiety is bound up with the powerlessness of our
existence. We do not bring ourselves into existence nor can we prevent our death. Our death is
certain and indefinite (as soon as we are born we are old enough to die). Further, anxiety
discloses the fragility of the meanings which we fashion to make sense out of our lives. Anxiety
belongs essentially to human existence in virtue of our freedom, finitude and mortality.
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